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Dear Steve,
In reference to your article
http://www.atlanticfreepress.com/news/1/12476-abolish-the-fed-and-return-money-creation-power-tocongress.html
which also quotes from Ellen's work, HOW should the public "regain
it", for your diagnosis is veritably sound: "Privatized money control
imperils democracy. If the public doesn't regain it,"
But you provide no mechanisms by which to practicably implement it in
the reality-space.
Yes it is a wonderful idea to remove the usurious middleman, just like
it is wonderful to have the glorious Ten Commandments. And just like
no one has been able to get Der Judenstat and all the baboons du jour
to implement Moses Tablet, how do you propose to get the gluttonous
banksters to agree to roll over and play nice while you cripple them
by removing their key source of infinite power, the Federal Reserve?
Why would they willingly give up any power, never mind all their
power? Who is to make them?
Which power do they fear to even compromise into allowing more BND
like state-owned banks across the United States in which they may even
share?
Do you know who owns the state's wealth? The US government! Check out
the state-wise Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports at
http://cafr1.com.
And who owns the US government? So how are you going to compel any
State in these times to finance their own bank exactly as described by
Ellen, with the state's own assets? Unless I am mistaken, and perhaps
Walter may clarify here, those assets are opaquely owned by
"institutional investors" most of whom is the US Government and its
owners.
Do you think the owners of the US government are not pursuing their
own diabolical agenda of world government and are they about to permit
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any mortal to interfere in their best laid plans?
So, practicably speaking, and putting idealism and platitudes aside,
how can the ordinary people remove the usurious middleman, how can
they "Abolish the Fed and Return Money Creation Power to Congress"
Steve, or minimally, attenuate some of the golem's powers to permit
other solutions to be effectively realized beyond their paper
representation, when the greedy golem already controls all legal
levers and means of power which were supposedly held in the hands of
the Representatives of the people?
The Representatives of the People, the courts, and the entire system,
only works for the banksters!
Walter Burien has some ideas which he claims are non-confrontational and last time I checked with him he was still looking for support!
But overall, I think that when the titanic is deliberately and rapidly
being sunk by far greater powers not on that ship for an agenda that
has been a long time in dialectical planning and execution, it is not
clear what ordinary humanity onboard the titanic can do to save
themselves.
The obvious solution of people getting together and tarring and
feathering all the murderous criminals and war-mongers does not appear
to be either practicable or fashionable.
Also See: The Missing Link of Monetary Reform: How? A challenge to monetary reformers
http://print-humanbeingsfirst.blogspot.com/2009/09/response-ami-monetary-reform-conf.html
I think Aldous Huxley was being pretty insightful when he stated:
"Well this is the real problem. Nothing is easier than to formulate
high ideals, but few things are more difficult than to discover the
means for by those ideals might be implemented, and the categorical
imperatives which spring from them can be a pain. This is the real
problem. I mean one has to dream, but one has to dream in a pragmatic
way to consider how... Merely preaching to people doesn't have much
effect, people have been preaching for an awefully long time and we
are still pretty much where we were. "
Are we truly hosed?
Thanks.
Zahir.
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